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I have chosen to leave SAICE at the end of March to take on another role in the civil engineering 
sectosector. This decision was not taken lightly and was made with the comfort of knowing that we have 
strong, motivated teams in the various SAICE structures that are engaging with you, our members, to 
enhance your careers and your value proposition to your employers and civil society. In addition, it 
helped to know that we have a formidable team at National Office that is aligned with SAICE’s growth 
trajectory. Together we have progressed the growth of the SAICE business across several fronts that 
have made the institution stronger, despite the pandemic and flat economic growth.
  We have developed a SAICE strategy that is currently in execution. This strategy consists of various 
initiatives led by capable volunteers and National Office staff, and we have used a business  scorecard 
approach to design and measure the progress of the agreed initiatives. The strategy resides with the 
Membership Committee who will oversee its execution and ensure it remains relevant. Volunteers from 
our branches, divisions and National Office departments are leading the various 
initiativesinitiatives that will cascade into division and branch-specific activities to ensure alignment. I urge you to 
volunteer to support our industry in the implementation of the strategy as there is much work to be 
done. Below I highlight some of SAICE’s main initiatives and what you can expect in 2022 and 2023. 

DIGITISATION DRIVE

WWe have almost completed phase 1 of our digitisation project which will be launched in March or April 
2022 and provide members with an improved user experience unlike anything in the past. The next 
phases of the digitisation project that will follow will further enhance your experience in all your dealings 
with SAICE and create additional, easily accessible engagement opportunities.It has always been my 
goal to embrace the adoption and exploitation of technology generally, and Iencourage all members 
to do the samething.

A MESSAGE FROM
THE OUTGOING CEO

Farewell & thank you
to my SAICE members

TRAINING INITIATIVE

We launched the SAICE Academy in 2020 and are in the process of developing content to assist in 
managing your careers as you progress post professional registration. We anticipate that the SAICE
Academy will become your home to grow all the technical, business and leadership capabilities 
necessary to adapt and remain relevant in our ever-changing world of work, 



BUILDING BRIDGES

A focus of mine has been building relationships with industry leaders in consultancy, construction, 
voluntary organisations, councils within the built environment, academia, infrastructure agencies, 
government and stakeholder groups such as Construction Alliance South Africa. In doing so I found 
that SAICE could better perform its functions by having quality relationships that foster support and 
help align the industry to a common agenda of growing a developmental state while enhancing 
business between the public and private sectors. I have always aimed to ensure that we work as business between the public and private sectors. I have always aimed to ensure that we work as 
a collective to get the system of infrastructure delivery to work again. It is anticipated that, should we 
succeed, we will address unemployment in our industry while delivering the infrastructure that society 
so desperately needs. I trust that I will be leaving SAICE in a better place than when I joined as CEO 
two years ago. The Institution is poised to grow its value proposition to members as it continues to 
deliverdeliver on the agreed strategy. I would like to thank you, the members, for believing in and supporting 
me in my short tenure at SAICE, as well as the volunteers (branches and divisions) that have come to 
lead many initiatives, National Office staff for their care and responsiveness in dealing with queries, and 
the SAICE Executive Board and Council for their leadership. I bid you farewell in my current 
capacity, but will continue to work towards our common agenda in my new role.

and we have the support of the Engineering 
Council of South Africa (ECSA) for the 
concept. In addition to the SAICE Academy, 
we are building a platform to give 
opportunities to our younger members who 
may not have meaningful employment and 
have a reduced chance of finding
  employment due to not being proffesionally 
registered. With the support of ECSA, we 
have developed the concept of simulated
training. It is currently at feasibility stage and 
requires funding to work effectively. However, 
infrastructure clients have already come on 
board to provide the projects
project data and technical leadership that will guide graduates towards completing designs of 
existing infrastructure. The designs will be assessed and the graduate will be required to write up the 
experience and have it reviewed by technical leads in line with ECSA requirements. We still need 
contractors to come on board to assist with the construction and management experience components
required to meet the remaining outcomes related to site work. This process will help graduates to 
learn and register with ECSA while they look for employment.



2021 was a very difficult year, but amongst all the negativity I believe it is important to take the 
opportunity to reflect on all the positives that were achieved by SAICE and its members.

Highlights of the year as SAICE President

SAICE has adapted and evolved well to deal with the changes that the new world has dealt us, with 
every effort aimed at engaging and collaborating with our branches, our members and the public as 
well as the private sector.  The SAICE Durban branch Women’s Day celebration and the SAICE 
Pietermaritzburg branch presidential address were the only live branch events that were hosted for the Pietermaritzburg branch presidential address were the only live branch events that were hosted for the 
year, and I must say that I thoroughly enjoyed attending these events. I also appreciated the virtual 
events and interacting with our members from the far reaches of our country on many virtual branch 
and division visits as well as engaging with government and other organisations on pertinent and 
current issues. Another highlight, and one of our most celebrated initiatives was the awards function. 
II was very proud to hand out the awards at the SANRAL SAICE 2021 National Awards evening. The 
awards acknowledged the excellence in the civil engineering profession and was also able to create 
an awareness of the contribution made to the civil engineering industry by our members.

The presidential theme for 2021

My theme for 2021 was on Gender Inclusivity and Diversity, and the phrase “Gender inclusivity is not 
only about being accepted. It is about being respected”, was pivotal to my theme, in reminding all our 
members that this is not just a statement, but a state of consciousness that I strongly 
advocate for, not just in our workplace, but in our everyday life.
With our Diversity and Inclusivity committee, SAICE showed its commitment to contributing 
towards a diverse and inclusive civil engineering and built environment sectotowards a diverse and inclusive civil engineering and built environment sector, where every 
individual is a valued contributor with a sense of belonging and with equal opportunity to succeed..  In 
2021 we increased the number of women on the SAICE Council and Executive Board as we 
believe that our strength lies in our diversity, and because everyone brings a diverse set of skills to the 
table regardless of race, age or gender.

FROM  THE 
PRESIDENT’S
PERSPECTIVE



From left to right: Ashmal Krishandutt, Vishal Krishandutt, 
Vishaal Lutchman, Mona Lutchman

Other engagements in 2021

In the past year we solidified our ties as an Associate member of the World Federation of Engineering 
Organizations (WFEO) and the Federation of African Engineering Organisations (FAEO), and I 
attended the much-anticipated WFEO General Assembly in Costa Rica. SAICE has also signed a 
MoU with The Zimbabwe Institution of Engineers (ZIE) to further promote collaboration and knowledge 
sharing with our SADC neighbours.

Looking ahead post my year as presidentLooking ahead post my year as president

SAICE continues to build strong relations with our members and other stakeholders in the public and 
private sector. With our branches and divisions as well as the various panel in place, we continue to 
add to our value proposition and ensure that our members benefit from being part of the SAICE family. 
I see SAICE as well as the civil engineering industry continuously evolving in motivating our members 
to improve the quality of lives of our citizens. Although we have come a long way in 2021, there is also 
more for us to do to achieve our overall goals as an institution, and I look forward to engaging with 
various stakeholders in doing so.various stakeholders in doing so.



The President's Award honours an individual who has rendered excellent service to the Institution 
and the profession. The 2021 award was proudly presented to Innocentia Mahlangu. A stellar 
achiever both within SAICE and the built environment, she registered as a professional engineer in 
2018.
Innocentia is a recipient of multiple 
accoladesaccolades including Top 200 young 
South Africans by Mail & Guardian, 
Young Engineer of the Year award for 
2019 SAICE regional awards, Project 
Management Institution’s Future 50 
leaders Award and runner up at 2021 
Top Women in Science award to name 
a a few. A TEDx speaker, Founder of 
SHEngineers and Project Manager at 
Hatch, she is also the champion of the 
SAICE Diversity and Inclusivity Panel 
and Chairperson of the SAICE 
Education and Training Committee. 

PRESIDENT’S 
AWARD



HONARARY
FELLOW AWARD

An Honorary Fellow is a person of distinction whom the Institution wishes to honor because of their 
service to the Institution and to the profession. A SAICE member for the past 52 years and a 
Professional Registered Engineer for 50 years, Mr JHV VIljoen has been instrumental in reviving the 
Kimberley SAICE branch, also chairing the branch committee. With a career spanning various influential 
roles at BVi Consulting Engineers, Diamantveld District Council, Development Bank of South Africa and 
the Department of Water Affairs, Mr Viljoen specializes in Railway Engineering, Geotechnical 
Engineering, Civil & Structural Engineering, and Project Management.Engineering, Civil & Structural Engineering, and Project Management.
Mr JHV Viljoen was unable to join us for the event however the branch will facilitate a special handover 
for him.

SAICE past Presidents at the 2022 Presidential Inaugaration



EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The Education and Training Department have been badly affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, with very 
few face-to-face courses being possible in 2021. This has led to the development of webinars (instructor 
lead online training) courses which at least ensured that some revenue was abloe to be generated.

The most exciting development is the establishment of the SAICE Academy, which was approved in 
principle at the April Council meeting. Tom McKune the new SAICE Head of Training is driving this 
initiativeinitiative which whilst slow to take shape, hopes to provide training initiatives to develop the next 
generation of specialists and experts across all fields of civil engineering, with the assistance of the 
SAICE Divisions.

SAICE ACADEMY



The academy is developing numerous on demand courses to soon be available fully online to reduce 
the cost of acquiring CPD whilst still ensuring quality knowledge and skills transfer takes place. The 
Academy is also working on the establishment of a number of conformity assessments in accordance 
with ISO17024/SANS17024 which will create the necessary platform to develop specialists and experts 
in the various fields beyond ECSA registration, which we are calling credentialling.

The Academy has also ensured that wherever possible, the various legs of the Growing Forward 
strategy are well supported and we have arranged a number of webinars for students in association with 
the SAICE SOS Growing Forward Champion. These webinars not only share information with students, 
but show students the value of remaining members of SAICE.

IDENTIFICATION OF ENGINEERING WORK

The recently published regulations on the Identification of Engineering work could have serious 
implications for members, who for various reasons may not be registered with ECSA. To this end, the 
Academy has been engaging with SAICE Associate Members to see where we can assist. To start with, 
a series of information videos have been developed. There are aimed at explaining the various ECSA 
policies and procedures to better equip our members for the registration path ahead.

Additional topics are being developed and uploaded on an ongoing basis, and are available free to 
SAICE members. 





SAICE MEMBERSHIP
OVERVIEW

From an original membership of just 82 in 1903, which represented a significant portion of the civil 
engineering profession at the time, SAICE has remained the voice of civil engineering practitioners and 
has seen a year-on-year increase in membership numbers.
In the current difficult industry climate and the economic impact of the COVID 19 pandemic, we have 
seen a decrease in our paying membership totals. At the end of 2020, SAICE had a total of 14 459 
membersmembers of which 9 977 members were in good standing. By the end of 2021, the total was 14 515 
members of which 9 756 members were in good standing. Our focus remains on growing our 
membership in all categories by driving the goals set out in SAICE’s Growing Forward Strategy and, at 
the same time advancing technical knowledge and improving the practice and status of the civil 
engineering profession in South Africa.

2.1 All Membership Trends

Overview of All Membership 



5745 (39.6%)

SAICE Membership Demographics 

6222(53.2%)5256 (44.9%)

489 (17.4%)

2310 (82%)

8532 (58.8%)

SAICE Membership by Branch Graph 



SAICE Membership by Student Graph 

 SAICE Membership by Division Graph 



Over the past two years, SAICE has embarked on a successful end of year 
Membership Campaign to retain current members and attract new members. This 
campaign runs over 3 months on all SAICE media platforms and includes a roll-out 
of digital marketing and PR initiatives. 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
CAMPAIGN



Publication Statistics

The comparison of Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) of the publications between 2020 and 2021 are 
shown below: 





The SAICE Connect portal was created in 2020 as a means to address employment challenges faced 
by members as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. This is a platform to grow your network and access 
new employment  opportunities. SAICE Connect helps members engage with potential employers, 
employees and like-minded individuals. The platform allows potential recruiters to find member 
resumes and is designed to help engineers, technicians, and technologists to grow their careers.

...for employment and mentorship opportunities

Through this platform, members are also able to get mentors for the purpose of advancing their 
professional and career development.
Keep an eye out for more opportunities that we are developing on the SAICE Connect platform!
For more information please email connect@saice.org.za



…exemplifying excellence and professionalism in civil engineering

On the evening of Thursday, 28th October 2021, SAICE hosted the annual national awards, a hybrid 
event showcased online and in-person at the Hilton Hotel in Johannesburg. Special thanks go to the 
awards sponsors and all stakeholders in attendance. 

This year, SANRAL partnered with SAICE as the awards naming rights sponsor, further solidifying the 
successful partnership that we are building.

2021 SANRAL SAICE
NATIONAL AWARDS



 "SANRAL SAICE 2021 National Award Winners"

From left to right: Vishal Krishandutt (2021 SAICE President), Chris Campbell (CESA CEO),
 Mashao Lawrence Lebea (2021 ECSA President), Vishaal Lutchman (SAICE CEO),
 Boitumelo Cox Mokgoro (ECSA Acting CEO), Sugen Pillay (CESA President)



Technologist of the Year Winner: 
Teniel Ramjogi

Division of the Year Winner:
SAICE Transportation Division

From left to right: Vishaal Lutchman, Nthabeleng Lentsoane, Debbie Besseling,
 Mishka Khan, Tom McKune



The SANRAL SAICE 2021 National Awards celebrate the outstanding individuals and projects that are 
a catalyst for innovation and good practice in the development of civil engineering. They also aim to 
create an awareness of the contribution made to the civil engineering industry by SAICE members. 

The awards evening included a presentation on the SAICE History and Heritage Panel, a committee 
created to recognise people and projects that have played an important role in preserving engineering 
history. 
The winner was the Victoria Bridge at Fort Beaufort in the Amatola Branch. In conjunction with the 
AmericanAmerican Society of Civil Engineers, the panel also recognised two International Historical Civil 
Engineering Landmarks, the Woodhead Dam on Table Mountain and Cape Agulhas Lighthouse

Old Victoria Bridge.

New Victoria Bridge



WINNERS OF THE SAICE SANRAL 2021 NATIONAL AWARDS

• Young Engineer of the Year, sponsored by FNB: Ching-Chiao (Alice) Chang from Zutari.
• Technologist of the Year: Teniel Ramjogi from BMK
• Graduate Engineer of the Year, sponsored by PPS for Professionals: Michael Mhlanga, 
   Chairperson of the SAICE Young Members Panel

Most Outstanding Civil Engineering Project, sponsored by Maccaferri SA:

•• Winner: Ezimbokodweni Pipe & Pedestrian Bridge, Naidu Consulting.
• Highly commended: Crossing the Magaliesberg - The new Pampoen Nek Highway, Zutari.
• Highly commended: Expansion of the King Cetshwayo Highway-Westwood Interchange, 
   eThekwini 
Municipality - Engineering Unit - Roads Provision Department. 
• Commendation: Xhora Off Channel Dam, Hatch Africa.

Most Outstanding International Civil Engineering Project: 

•• Winner: Port of Maputo Traffic Study, Koleko.

Branch of the Year, joint winners:

• SAICE Durban Branch
• SAICE Western Cape Branch

Division of the Year:

• SAICE’s Transportation Division

Student Chapter of the Year, sponsored by PPS for Professionals: 

•• UJ Civil Student Society

The keynote address for the evening was delivered by 
Professor Adrian Saville, Investment Specialist at 
General Capital and Professor at the Gordon Institute 
of Business Science. Prof Saville discussed the state 



First place: Maphole Loke,
Lesotho Highlands Water Project PhaseII 
Base repairs: Insitu recycling

The Zutari Photo Competition awarded the creative portrayal of civil engineering activities or projects in 
the form of three winning images.

Winner: Reinforced Earth Runner-up: Standard Bank

Second place: Nelis Engelbrecht,
 Ashton Arch Reflected

Third Place: Ightishaan Groenewald
Oyster Bay Wind farm turbine 
Assembly with Kouga Wind
Farm in the background.

Finally, the award for the Most Supportive Advertisers of 2020 was 
presented to, 



The finals of the National Bridge Building Competition were held at the St George Hotel in Doornkloof, 
Pretoria on 27 August 2021. SAICE initiated the bridge building competition more than 29 years ago to 
further high school learners' use of mathematics and science in an engineering context to grow the 
profession. It has since become an enormous success and is enjoyed by learners across the country. 
The sponsors were Peri, WBHO, BVi, JG Afrika, RiChem and SAASTA, without which this competition 
could not succeed. 

Schools came from as far afield as Bloemfontein, Durban, Ermelo, Kimberley, Pietermaritzburg, 
GqeberhaGqeberha (Port Elizabeth) and Cape Town to contend for the much sought-after trophy and cash prizes 
for the winners.  

The bridges, adjudicated by a panel of engineers, were judged according to a system where aesthetics 
consisting of design, correctness and aesthetics accounted for 30% of the total and the weight of the 
bridge and its weight carrying capacity making up the rest. 

The winning school was HTS Kimberley with a bridge weighing 162g which collapsed carrying a weight 
of 162.5kg! 
BrackenfellBrackenfell High School from Cape Town came second with a bridge weighing 135g which failed at 
111.9kg. 
Hoërskool Jim Fouché from Bloemfontein was third with their bridge weighing 149g and carrying a 
load of 126.1kg before breaking.

DuringDuring the prize giving Vishaal Lutchman, a civil engineer and CEO of SAICE, encouraged the teams to 
consider civil engineering as a career as they could contribute immensely to the development of service 
infrastructure, and they could help to develop communities in South Africa. He emphasised that they 
could also build bridges between people in the country. Many of the current engineers in South Africa 
had their first taste of civil engineering during this important competition! 

NATIONAL BRIDGE 
BUILDINGING
COMPETITION





Civil Engineering is SAICE’s official magazine, catering to the entire civils sector and 
covering all major civil engineering sub-disciplines. The monthly digital magazine is 
distributed to SAICE’s approximately 15 000 members, making it one of the most 
widely distributed magazines in its sector.

Civil Engineering is unique in that a large portion of its content is contributed by 
SAICE members themselves, who, via the magazine, share experience and 
knowledgeknowledge with their fellow members, ultimately contributing to the general body of 
civil engineering knowledge. 

Apart from featuring all civil engineering sub-disciplines, the magazine also informs 
SAICE members about the Institution’s networking activities with other engineering 
bodies, its young members’ activities, its career guidance initiatives, and about 
developments regarding codes and standards. Other topics covered by the 
magazinemagazine include knowledge transfer, opinions on contentious engineering-related 
issues, book reviews, dispute resolution, market perspectives, service/product news, 
engineering history, personality profiles, and more.  

In addition, Civil Engineering is used as an outreach tool when SAICE leaders meet 
with decision-makers at various levels of government to illustrate the contribution 
(and potential contribution) of the civil engineering profession to the development and 
maintenance of our country’s infrastructure.  

CIVIL ENGINEERING
MAGAZINE



The magazine is funded partially by membership fees and substantially by advertising. Advertising 
revenue recovered well in 2021 from 2020 losses, with a 21% improvement in advertising sales. 
Advertising revenue is projected to increase further in 2022 and the magazine continues to receive 
support from its loyal advertisers. This support, combined with a decision to continue with a digital-only 
magazine, has enabled the continued production of a quality publication.

AdvertisingAdvertising support has been strengthened by the magazine’s Know Your Sector Competition, which 
was introduced in 2020 to provide added value to advertisers by ensuring that all adverts receive 
attention. The competition offers readers a chance to win R10 000 in each issue by visiting the various 
advertisers’ websites (by clicking on their adverts) to find the answers to a multiple-choice quiz. The 
competition has been well supported and SAICE had awarded 16 lucky readers a combined total of 
R160 000 by the end of 2021.

Under the direction of a new editor, Civil Engineering experienced increased participation and 
encouragingencouraging feedback from members in 2021, and members continue to receive an attractive and 
informative monthly magazine. 



The publication of peer-reviewed technical research papers on civil engineering remains one of SAICE’s 
core functions, as it consistently adds to the body of civil engineering knowledge of which the Institution, 
as a learned society, is the keeper. The forerunner of SAICE was established in 1903 precisely to share 
civil engineering knowledge and experience. Those early meetings in fact consisted mainly of papers 
being presented to and discussed by fellow engineers.

The Journal of the South African Institution of Civil Engineering, which appears quarterly in March, June, 
September and December, is internationally accredited (ISI / Web of Science). The journal is also 
accreditedaccredited by SciELO (Scientific Electronic Library Online) and hosted on its website, which is an 
open-access platform for scientific journals. The South African arm of SciELO is managed by the 
Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) under the auspices of the Department of Science and 
Technology. These two accreditations automatically ensure accreditation by the Department of Higher 
Education and Training.  

The online visibility of SAICE’s journal continues to attract considerable interest. Since the journal’s 
inclusioninclusion on the SciELO website in 2010, for example, SAICE journal papers have been downloaded 
from that particular site 947 593 times by the end of 2021. In addition, the journal is hosted on the SAICE 
and Sabinet websites, thereby further enhancing its local and international visibility.    

Due to the disruptions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic over the last two years, paper submissions 
from local and international authors dropped slightly during 2021, but indications are that the rate of 
submissions will increase again during 2022 as work and research environments return to more normal 
scenarios. 

The production of the journal is funded by membership fees, while peer-reviewing and assessment of The production of the journal is funded by membership fees, while peer-reviewing and assessment of 
submitted papers are done on a voluntary basis by an expert team of moderators and reviewers, 
currently under the leadership of Dr Peter Day as Editor-in-Chief. We thank all our reviewers and 
moderators sincerely for the many hours they have thus far spent on this very important work.

SAICE JOURNAL



• YMP won the poster competition of the World Engineering Day. 
• YMP in collaboration with JHB branch hosted the MEC of Department of 
    Infrastructure Development – Tasneem Motara at the Annual Women in Hard Hats
• YMP collaborated with CESA YPF and organized the Engineering Quiz night
• YMP Successfully organized Roadshows for students
• YMP Chair planned and  moderated WFEO Ethics in Engineering
•• YMP assisted in planning of Africa Engineering Week hosted by Ghana
• YMP appointed onto FAEO Young Engineers Committee
• YMP attended the Presidential Inauguration to welcome and support 2022 President, 
    Prof Marianne Vanderschuren
• YMP appointed as judge in 2022 World Engineering Day Hackathon
• YMP contributed to the joint statement for climate action for COP 26 through Milda, WFEO Young 
   Climate Action Champion
•• YMP hosted Milda as a guest at YMP meeting to strengthen collaborations

YOUNG MEMBERS
PANEL

2021 HIGHLIGHTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS



FINANCE
 DEPARTMENT

SAICE’s audited annual financial statements incorporate the group consolidated financial position 
for SAICE NPO, including its Branches and Divisions and its subsidiary, SAICE (Pty) Ltd.

The South African Institution of Civil Engineering group consolidated financial results show an 
audited operating surplus in 2021 and “Total Comprehensive Surplus” for the year of R 2.06m. 
The accumulated surplus has increased to R 21.4m.

Mazars was appointed by SAICE Council as the new auditors from 2019. This was the first year that 
an interim audit on financial records from January to September was conducted in November and thean interim audit on financial records from January to September was conducted in November and the
final audit was concluded in March. We are proud to say that the 2021 audit report is unqualified and
we would like to thank all SAICE staff and officials for their commitment and cooperation in this regard.

Total Equity of R 28.34m reflects an increase of just over R 3m compared to 2020.

The “Statement of Changes in Equity” reflects total equity as follows:
• Consolidated Accumulated Surplus: R 21 416 969
• SAICE NPO Infrastructure Report Card Reserve Fund: R 596 269
•• SAICE NPO Insurance Reserve Fund: R 764 764
• SAICE NPO Special Purposes Fund: R 3 282 061
• SAICE NPO Patrons Bursary Fund: R 2 276 793

Total revenue from operations for 2021 (R 33.63m) shows a marginal decline compared to 2020
 (R33.71m) amidst all the challenges posed by an already lacklustre economy compounded by the
 impact of the Covid-19 pandemic from the second quarter of 2020.

Revenue from SAICE NPO declined by 8% in 2021 while revenue from SAICE (Pty) Ltd increased
by 20%.by 20%.



 

Revenue highlights:

• Book sales R 2.8m
• Branch revenue R 1.3m
• Courses revenue R 3.3m
• Division revenue R 350k
• Magazine advertising revenue R 2.5m• Magazine advertising revenue R 2.5m
• Membership revenue (after discount & fee exemptions) R 20.6m

Membership revenue, after early bird discount and fee exemptions comprised 61.38% (2020: 64.96%) 
of total group revenue. The early bird discount which was made available for members to make payment 
by 31 December 2020, was 20%. Early payment take-up amounted to 12.8% (2020: 10.8%) of 
membership fees, resulting in a total benefit of R 3.04m (2020: R 2.63m) going back to Members.

StudentStudent membership is free and SAICE invested R 1.30m (2020: R 1.12m) in fee exemptions for our 
full-time student members.

The SAICE National Office Finance Department would like to thank all who participated for your input 
which has contributed to SAICE maintaining a strong financial position in a challenging economic 
environment, despite the Covid-19 pandemic. We appreciate the commitment of our volunteers and 
staff members who ensured that we did not miss any deadlines during the lockdown period when they 
were working from home.



Physical Address:  SAICE House, Block 19
         Thornhill Office Park
         Bekker Road,Vorna Valley
         Midrand, South Africa.

Postal Address:  Private Bag x200
         Halfway House
                  South Africa, 1685
Telephone:    +27 (0) 11 805 5947

             
                        www.saice.org.za


